Multipotent stromal cells (MSCs, often called mesenchymal stem cells) have garnered significant attention within the field of regenerative medicine because of their purported ability to differentiate down musculoskeletal lineages. Given the inherent heterogeneity of MSC populations, recent studies have suggested that cell morphology may be indicative of MSC differentiation potential. Toward improving current methods and developing simple yet effective approaches for the morphological evaluation of MSCs, we combined passive pumping microfluidic technology with high-dimensional morphological characterization to produce robust tools for standardized high-throughput analysis. Using ultraviolet (UV) light as a modality for reproducible polystyrene substrate modification, we show that MSCs seeded on microfluidic straight channel devices incorporating UV-exposed substrates exhibited morphological changes that responded accordingly to the degree of substrate modification. Substrate modification also effected greater morphological changes in MSCs seeded at a lower rather than higher density within microfluidic channels. Despite largely comparable trends in morphology, MSCs seeded in microscale as opposed to traditional macroscale platforms displayed much higher sensitivity to changes in substrate properties. In summary, we adapted and qualified microfluidic cell culture platforms comprising simple straight channel arrays as a viable and robust tool for high-throughput quantitative morphological analysis to study cell-material interactions.
Introduction
Since their discovery, 1 bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), otherwise referred to as mesenchymal stem cells, have gained significant attention as a potential cell source for clinical applications in regenerative medicine for their apparent ability to differentiate into cells of osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic lineages. Despite this, recent studies have shown that MSC subpopulations, as well as MSCs derived from different donors, display different capacities for proliferation and differentiation. [2] [3] [4] Because of this well-documented functional heterogeneity, efforts have emerged to characterize MSCs at a higher single-cell resolution to gain a better understanding of the heterogeneity inherent to different cell subpopulations and MSCs derived from different donors and manufacturing conditions. Of note, some promising results suggest that individual cellular characteristics such as morphological profiles may be reflective of MSC osteogenic differentiation potential. 5, 6 Because both cell and nuclear morphology can be indicative of MSC differentiation potential, recent attempts at developing simple yet effective approaches have involved the high-throughput characterization of morphological differences between MSC subpopulations as a means of predicting MSC potency. 5, 6 However, such methods often use standard cell culture open-well formats that fail to model physiologically relevant microenvironmental conditions. Indeed, cells and their internal structures operate within milieus that have physical dimensions at the microscale, which can be simulated using microfluidic technologies. 7 The growing adaptation of miniaturized tools for biological inquiry via microfluidic technology provides the ability to address such shortcomings. 8, 9 In adapting microfluidics for cell culture, it becomes important to consider how physical differences in culture platforms as well as the translation of cell culture practices will affect cell behavior. [10] [11] [12] A thorough understanding of how cells morphologically interact with their substrates as influenced by the physical scale of the culture environment (micro-versus macroscale) will elucidate intricacies that may enable the creation of a robust method for predicting the behavior of MSCs based on their morphology.
In the present study, we cultured MSCs in established microfluidic straight-channel devices compatible with highthroughput assays 13, 14 as a simple method for characterizing cell morphological response to changes in substrate properties. Here, we used ultraviolet (UV) exposure, which is commonly employed as a practical method for microfluidic device sterilization, as a modality for reproducible substrate modification. We found that exposure to a constant UV source increases the hydrophilicity of polystyrene (PS) substrates in an exposure time-dependent fashion, which subsequently effects changes in the morphology of MSCs cultured on these substrates. We further demonstrated that UV exposure effected changes in MSC morphological parameters to a greater extent when the MSCs were seeded at a lower seeding density in microfluidic straight channels versus traditional well plates. We showed that despite similar trends in morphological response on identically treated PS substrates, MSCs cultured in a microfluidic setting consistently exhibited higher sensitivity to substrate properties. This suggests that PS substrate surface modification by UV exposure may impart nuanced effects on MSC behavior depending on the physical scale of the culture environment. As a result, we qualified microfluidic straight channels as a simple and viable platform with high adaptability for high-throughput cell morphological assays. Together, these results have important corollaries for the manufacturing processes and singlecell testing of MSCs for cell-based therapies.
Materials and Methods

Microfluidic Device Fabrication
The microfluidic devices used in this study were fabricated using soft lithography and rapid prototyping. Briefly, SU-8 100 negative photoresist was spun to generate a 250 µm thick layer on a 6 in. silicon wafer and cured with UV light to form the layer for the channels. A second 250 µm thick layer of SU-8 for the ports was then spun and cured to form the master replica mold. Elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184 Silicon Elastomer Kit, Dow Corning) was cast over the SU-8 master and cured under compression. PDMS microchannels were first fabricated as arrays comprising 192 identical straight microchannels following established procedures, 13, 15 where individual channels were 5.75 L × 0.75 W × 0.25 H (mm) in dimension. These microfluidic straight-channel arrays take advantage of passive pumping for media exchange. 16 Smaller arrays of identical microchannels were cut out from the larger array as needed, sterilized with 70% ethanol, and then reversibly bonded to nontreated bacteriological-grade PS substrates (bgPS; Nunc) or tissue culture-treated PS substrates (tctPS; BD Falcon). Bonded devices were air dried prior to cell seeding.
MSC Expansion
Human bone marrow-derived MSCs were purchased from RoosterBio Inc. (Frederick, MD, www.roosterbio.com) at passage 1. MSCs were culture expanded at an initial plating density of 8.33 × 10 5 cells/T225 flask (~3700 cells/cm 2 ) following the protocol and using the growth media as provided by the manufacturer (hMSC High Performance Media Kit, RoosterBio Inc.). Upon reaching approximately 80% confluence, cells were then trypsinized and replated at the same initial plating density of 8.33 × 10 5 cells/T225 flask, which is regarded as one "passage." MSCs were continuously expanded for multiple passages, with a small portion of cells being cryopreserved in freezing medium (30% fetal bovine serum [FBS], JM Bioscience, San Diego, CA, www. jmbioscience.com), 5% DMSO (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, www.sigmaaldrich.com), 1% l-glutamine, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin in alpha minimum essential media (alpha-MEM; Life Technologies, Saint Aubin, France) at each passage throughout the expansion process. MSCs from passage 2 were used for the studies described herein.
UV Irradiation/Sterilization of PS Substrates
For this study, PDMS microchannels were sterilized by soaking in 70% ethanol followed by washing with sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The PS substrates were sterilized separately by exposure at a uniform distance from the UV light (75 W, 254 nm) within a standard laminar flow biosafety cabinet (SterilGARD e 3 SG603A-HE, The Baker Company, Sanford, ME) for the times indicated in the experimental design. The irradiance of the UV light source from the biosafety cabinet at the location of substrate treatment was measured to be 392.9 µW/cm 2 , which meets the minimum acceptable irradiance of 40 µW/cm 2 . 17 Sterilized components were then assembled in the sterile laminar flow hood and left to air dry prior to cell seeding.
Measuring Contact Angles
The contact angles of water droplets on various PS substrates as effected by prior UV exposure were measured using a goniometer (Standar goniometer, ramé-hart Inc., Mountain Lakes, NJ) following standard methods. 18 Briefly, the static contact angles from both sides as well as the height of distilled water drops were measured for each sample at five different locations and averaged. Corresponding contact angles from bgPS substrates were also obtained as a comparison. Contact angle measurements were used as indicators of surface hydrophilicity.
Cell Culture and Seeding
Prior to cell seeding, passage 2 MSCs were first thawed and cultured in growth media (alpha-MEM, 16% FBS, 1% l-glutamine, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin) until approximately 80% confluency. MSCs were then trypsinized and used to prepare single-cell suspensions of the appropriate concentrations to achieve the desired microchannel surface densities, as outlined in the Experimental Design section.
To seed cells into microchannels, the appropriate media were first added to the microchannels (~6 µL), which were then put into the incubator while cells were prepared. Once the cell suspensions were prepared at the desired concentrations, 2.5 µL of the cell suspension was then added to the microchannels via passive pumping. For the macroscale cultures, cells were seeded into wells of a 12-well plate at concentrations necessary to achieve corresponding cell surface densities between the two culture platforms. It should be noted that although the corresponding wells and microchannels share similar surface densities, volume densities are much higher for the microscale cultures. 19, 20 Seeded microchannels and well plates were then placed in a humidified incubator at 5% CO 2 and 37 °C. Twenty-four hours after seeding into their respective culture platforms, cells were fixed and stained for analysis.
Experimental Design
To confirm the effects of UV exposure on the wettability of various PS substrates, bgPS and tctPS substrates were exposed to UV light from the biosafety cabinet for 0, 2, 4, and 16 h as described, and then the contact angles were measured. A subset of UV treatment durations (0, 4, and 16 h) was then selected (Table 1a ) to evaluate how substrate UV exposure affects the morphology of subsequently seeded MSCs. The first experiment investigated MSC morphological changes on bgPS surfaces in a microscale environment, where it is hypothesized that short durations (up to 2 h) of UV irradiation will actually enhance cell spreading on bgPS. Specifically, MSCs were loaded at two different seeding densities (10,000 or 50,000 cells/cm 2 ) into microfluidic channels incorporating bgPS substrates (bgPS microchannels) that have been exposed to UV for 0, 2, 4, or 16 h. Serum-free (SF) media were used to remove any potential confounding effects on cell adhesion from the adsorption of exogenously delivered proteins. A full factorial design (Table 1b ) was then used to investigate the main and combined effects of UV surface treatment (0, 4, 16 h), growth media composition (SF, 2% FBS, 16% FBS), and cell seeding density (5000 or 10,000 cells/ cm 2 ) on the morphology of the MSCs cultured in microfluidic channels comprising tctPS substrates. For tctPS microchannels, the range of cell densities was reduced from 10,000-50,000 to 5000-10,000 cells/cm 2 to avoid overconfluence and to enable morphological analysis of MSCs at single-cell resolution. To compare differences in cell-substrate interactions between macroscale and microscale environments, a subset of the groups outlined in Table 1b were additionally run in parallel in standard 12-well cell culture plates (Table 1c) .
Fixation, Staining, and Image Acquisition
Cells seeded within microchannels and on well plates were fixed and stained following established protocols provided by the manufacturer. Briefly, cells were first washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (in PBS) for 20 min at room temperature, washed again with PBS, and then permeabilized with 1X BD Perm/Wash buffer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, www.bdbiosciences.com) for 5 min at room temperature. After permeabilization, cells were stained for actin (1:40 dilution, AlexaFluor 488 Phalloidin, green, Invitrogen by Life Technologies) and nuclei (1:500 dilution, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole [DAPI], blue, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed with PBS and imaged. Images for qualitative assessment were obtained using an EVOS AMG microscope (EVOS Advanced Microscope Group). Whole-microchannel images for quantitative morphological analysis were acquired using an inverted Nikon Ti-S microscope with automated stage (Prior Scientific, Rockland, MA, www.prior.com) and filters (Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT, www.chroma.com) and stitched using the provided software (NIS, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Images of cells seeded on well plates (four wells per group; 25 random points per well) were also imaged using the Nikon Ti-S microscope. A brief schematic of the methodology is shown in Figure 1 . A LIVE/DEAD staining kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was also used to qualitatively assess the viability of MSCs seeded onto UV-exposed PS substrates within microchannels (Suppl. Fig. S1 ).
Quantitative Morphological Analysis
For each experimental group, each straight microchannel (eight individual microchannels per group for bgPS microchannels and four individual microchannels per group for tctPS microchannels) representing an independent biological replicate was imaged using automated microscopy, and the individual images were then stitched to provide a single image of the entire microchannel (excluding the inlet and outlet ports), which was then used for morphological analysis. Images of cells seeded on conventional well plates (four wells per group; 25 random points per well) were obtained and assessed without stitching. Following previously established procedures, 5 automated quantification of several key cellular shape features was performed using the open-source image analysis software CellProfiler 21 to provide a high-dimensional morphological characterization of each cell. To first compare basic trends in cell morphology, we quantitatively analyzed the shape area, eccentricity, form factor, and the solidity of individual cells from the images collected for each group. The cellular area (the number of pixels in the identified shape) and eccentricity (the degree of elongation of the identified shape) provide for an assessment of the degree of cell spreading, whereas the form factor (or circularity, calculated as 4 × п × area/perimeter 2 , which equals 1 for a perfectly circular object) and solidity (proportion of pixels in the convex hull that are also in the identified shape) allows for an understanding of morphological irregularities. To thoroughly compare differences in MSC morphological responses on microscale and macroscale culture platforms, the aforementioned shape features were aggregated with 10 additional shape features (listed and defined in Suppl. Table S1) using principal component analysis (PCA). PCA permits the reduction of high-dimensional multivariate data into a smaller number of artificial principal components, which represent uncorrelated linear combinations of optimally weighted observed variables that capture maximal variance in the original data set. 5, 6 From the analyses, only the first two principal components were selected as they accounted for at least 70% of the cumulative explained variance in their respective data sets. The CellProfiler algorithm (pipeline) used to analyze morphology can be viewed in Supplemental Table S2 .
Statistical Analysis
Given the large amount of samples as well as the presence of extreme values for each group, the morphological characteristics for each experimental group were determined by evaluating only the range of samples that fall within the first and third quartile values based on the cell-spreading area feature of whole data sets derived from each individual image set of each group. The area was used (instead of the other aforementioned shape features) as this feature consistently allowed for the identification of small debris and background from imaged cells. Table 1 provides the total n number of cells analyzed for each UV treatment group for each study. A mixed model was used to account for the individual-level observation of cells as well as the group-level effects of the independent microchannels/wells from which the cells are derived. 22 Statistically significant differences in morphological characteristics between groups were analyzed using the statistical software JMP12 (SAS Cary, NC, www.jmp.com). The main effects and interaction analysis of the full factorial studies were also performed using JMP12, where the raw statistical results of the effects tests from the analysis are presented in Supplemental Table S3 to S5. To further assess the high-dimensional morphological data set including all 14 shape parameters, PCA was also performed using JMP12 to uncover any distinct overall differences that correlate with UV surface treatments, cell media composition, and/or cell seeding densities. All data were analyzed using analysis of variance followed by Tukey's post hoc test, where a confidence interval of 95% was used and differences were considered significant when p < 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Wettability of Unexposed and UV-Exposed PS Substrates
A comparison of the "water in air" contact angle, which is used as an indicator of hydrophilicity, between tctPS and bgPS surfaces showed that bgPS consistently maintained both greater contact angles as well as droplet heights (i.e., less hydrophilic) at all tested durations of UV exposure (0, 2, 4, and 16 h). For the bgPS substrates, both the water contact angle and the droplet height continued to decrease with increasing durations of UV exposure, indicating a gradual increase in hydrophilicity. Specifically, the contact angle of unexposed bgPS controls (0 h) decreased from 80.84° ± 2.02° to 77.65° ± 2.45° at 2 h of exposure, to 73.23° ± 1.14° at 4 h of exposure, and finally to 57.28° ± 2.88° following 16 h of UV exposure. The water droplet height followed a similar trend as it gradually decreased from 1.83 ± 0.05 mm on unexposed bgPS surfaces to 1.41 ± 0.06 mm after 16 h of UV exposure. This can be observed in Table 2 .
Unlike bgPS substrates, tctPS substrates are usually plasma treated to overcome the inherent hydrophobicity of unmodified PS that resists cell attachmen. 23 As expected, control tctPS substrates displayed lower contact angles when compared with their bgPS counterparts ( Fig. 2) . However, the water contact angles and droplet heights of tctPS surfaces did not further decrease following 2 h of UV exposure ( Table 2 ). This could be potentially due to the saturation of the tctPS surface with oxygen species caused by a combination of both prior plasma treatment and subsequent UV irradiation. Previous studies characterizing the chemical composition of PS substrates using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy have reported that the carbon-to-oxygen species ratio (C:O; oxygen containing species include C-O-C, COH, C=O, and COO-groups) of tctPS surfaces typically range anywhere between 82:18 to 85:15, whereas the C:O ratio of bgPS surfaces range between 94:6 to 97:3. 24 For comparative measures, it was also demonstrated that the treatment of pure electrospun PS scaffolds with argon plasma altered the C:O ratio from essentially all carbon species to roughly 80:20 C:O. 24 As an increase in the number of oxygen-containing species translates to an increase in surface charge and hydrophilicity, the decreasing water contact angles observed for bgPS substrates in the present study may be due to the formation of such oxygen species (between air and PS) caused by increasing UV exposure durations.
Given the prevalence of PS as a substrate for cell culture, 25 the effects of various manufacturing processes on PS properties have been extensively studied. Despite the favorable material and optical properties that make PS suitable for numerous biological applications, the polymer itself is highly susceptible to photodegradation. When exposed to UV light in the presence of air, PS undergoes photooxidative changes that yield free radicals capable of reacting with other reactive species (from the air or degrading PS). The generation of various aromatic compounds and other PS derivatives 26 is evidenced by changes in spectral properties via the formation of new optical centers 27 as well as gradual embrittlement of the material. Because the photodegradation of PS will certainly alter its material properties, it is important to consider the effects of changes in substrate properties on the behavior of seeded MSCs because UV light (installed in virtually all laminar flow biosafety cabinets) still remains the leading method of sterilization for tools used for cell culture. [28] [29] [30] Even though UV irradiation can be used, exposure of assembled PDMS/PS microfluidic devices to UV light may not be the most effective means of sterilization as PDMS is not transparent to UV light. 31 This becomes especially important for microscale platforms incorporating PS substrates, where cells can respond differently to experimental stimuli just given the physical scale difference (keeping all other conditions the same) when compared with macroscale environments. 8, 10, 12, 32 We therefore performed the following factorial experiments aimed to understand how UV irradiation (and the duration of UV irradiation) effects changes in MSC morphology based on the type of PS substrate, the cell seeding density, as well as the cell culture media composition used. We hypothesize that UV irradiation will increase the hydrophilicity of the PS substrates, which will influence changes in cell morphology of subsequently seeded MSCs within microchannels but not necessarily to the same extent in macroscale culture platforms because of volume density differences in culture environment. Although the following experiments used UV irradiation as a simple modality for substrate modification, the analytical methods and platform presented can be easily applied to interrogate cell morphological response to various other forms of modified substrates. 
Evaluation of Cell Morphological Features of MSCs in Microfluidic Channels Incorporating Unexposed and UV-Exposed bgPS Substrates
The first set of experiments evaluated both the effects of substrate UV exposure and the initial cell seeding density on the morphology of MSCs seeded in bgPS microchannels. Generally, MSCs seeded in bgPS microchannels at both low and high cell densities exhibited cell morphological features that were dependent on the substrate UV exposure duration. From the quantitative analysis, the cell spreading area of seeded MSCs decreased with increasing durations of substrate UV exposure (Fig. 3A) . Despite this, MSCs seeded in 16 h UV bgPS microchannels were less elongated in shape (decreased eccentricity) and possessed more regular boundaries (increased solidity, less filopodial extensions) when compared with all other bgPS groups (Fig. 3B, D) . MSCs seeded on 2 h UV bgPS surfaces were less circular (decreased form factor) when compared with those on 16 h UV bgPS substrates (Fig. 3C) . A formal main effects analysis (Suppl . Table S3 ) further revealed several interactions between the factors of substrate UV exposure duration and initial cell seeding density on all of the quantified morphological features (Suppl. Fig. S2) . Notably, MSCs seeded at a lower density in 2 h UV bgPS microchannels exhibited larger spreading areas when compared with those from the nonirradiated controls; this effect was absent for MSCs seeded at a higher initial density. These crosseffects demonstrate that within microscale environments, cells seeded at lower densities are more sensitive to substrate modifications, whereas the response of cells seeded at higher densities is likely more dominated by paracrine effects because of increased cell proximity. Although these data demonstrate that UV exposure of bgPS prior to cell seeding reduces the degree of cell spreading in general, short durations of substrate UV exposure may actually enhance some attributes of cell morphology (i.e., increased spreading area) on bgPS (non-tct) surfaces. The morphology of MSCs from the various bgPS groups is shown in Figure 4 . From the PCA of the bgPS morphological data set, a plot comparing the principal component 1 (PC1) and PC2 scores, which captured 42.2% and 34.7% of the total variance, respectively, revealed notable insights into the MSC morphological response to changes in substrate properties as influenced by the initial cell seeding density. Specifically, MSCs seeded at a lower density (10,000 cells/cm 2 ) on bgPS substrates that were exposed to short durations of UV (up to 2 h) were morphologically different when compared with MSCs seeded onto 16 h UV bgPS substrates (Fig. 3E) . Two morphologically distinct MSC subpopulations can be discerned from the PC scores plot for the intermediate 4 h UV bgPS group; one subpopulation shares similar morphology to the 0 h and 2 h UV bgPS groups, whereas the other subpopulation possesses overall morphology similar to the 16 h UV bgPS group. These morphological trends, however, were absent for MSCs seeded within bgPS microchannels at the higher initial density of 50,000 cells/cm 2 (Fig. 3F) . This could be possibly explained by the increased paracrine effects of MSCs at higher seeding densities, resulting in a greater adsorption of secreted proteins that overcame variations in cell-substrate interactions. Taken together, these data substantiate the presence of multiple MSC subpopulations that display unique morphological characteristics in response to changes in substrate properties.
Given that the morphology of MSCs can be indicative of their differentiation potential, 5,6 the ability to discern MSC subpopulations with unique morphological signatures would be important to the success of a predictive assay. As each principal component can be described as a linear composite of optimally weighted variables, the coefficients representing the contribution of each parameter for principal components capturing the highest variance may be used to select for morphological parameters that are most dominant in separating out cell subpopulations. In addition to characterizing MSC heterogeneity, these data also demonstrate the potential to apply simple microscale platforms combined with high-dimensional morphological analyses to refine conditions in the manufacturing of cells to identify and enrich for morphologically distinct cell subpopulations. Indeed, this platform may be adapted in future work to assess whether MSCs isolated from other donors and tissue sources have similar morphological responses to other forms of substrate modifications.
Evaluation of Cell Morphological Features of MSCs in Microfluidic Channels Incorporating Unexposed and UV-Exposed tctPS Substrates
Unlike bgPS, commercial tctPS substrates for cell culture are typically pretreated with either gas-plasma under vacuum or corona discharge in order to render the surface hydrophilic (primarily via the generation of carboxyl groups) for increased cell adhesion 33 and then sterilized with gamma irradiation by the manufacturer. However, a rapidly growing number of bioengineering applications involves the use of custom cell culture devices incorporating tctPS substrates that require additional sterilization (either with UV or ethylene oxide gas) prior to use. The effectiveness of various sterilization modalities used to additionally decontaminate engineered devices intended for cell culture may often prove inadequate and may even influence experimental outcomes. 34, 35 Although UV was simply used as a method for substrate modification for our studies, this becomes an important consideration especially because UV light, although seemingly innocuous, may actually For each morphological feature, groups not connected by the same letters (A, B, C, and D) are significantly different (p < 0.05). Scores plots generated from the principal component analysis of the bgPS microchannel morphological data sets are shown for both (E) 10,000 and (F) 50,000 cells/cm 2 . Each plotted point represents the composite morphological score of a single cell, where the yellow, green, blue, and violet colored dots represent tissue culture-treated polystyrene substrates that were exposed to 0 h, 2 h, 4 h, and 16 h of ultraviolet light prior to cell seeding, respectively. influence cell behavior in nuanced ways that could have further implications regarding data interpretation.
Even though it is generally understood that prolonged UV exposure may render biomaterials unsuitable for cell culture, there are few reports documenting in a quantitative fashion how this common sterilization procedure affects cell behavior such as morphology. Hence, we employed a full factorial design (Table 1b) to investigate the combined effects of substrate UV exposure, cell media composition, and the cell seeding density on the morphological features of MSCs seeded on both micro-and macroscale tctPS substrates. For the following studies, densities of 5000 and 10,000 cells/cm 2 were instead used to avoid cellular confluence within tctPS microchannels, which facilitated singlecell morphological analysis.
When seeded into tctPS microchannels, MSCs exhibited changes in morphological features that depended significantly on the substrate UV exposure duration, the initial cell seeding density, as well as the cell media composition (serum concentration). From a global analysis of the morphological data ( Table 3) , increasing the duration of substrate UV exposure decreased both the area and eccentricity but increased the form factor and solidity of attached MSCs. As expected, the addition of serum largely conferred effects (increased area and eccentricity but decreased circularity and solidity) that oppose those of substrate UV exposure on MSC morphology. Following similar trends, increasing the initial seeding density from 5000 to 10,000 cells/cm 2 led to a general increase in cell area and eccentricity and a decrease in solidity without affecting the form factor. It is likely that greater cell densities, similar to the addition of serum, improve cell spreading via paracrine and trophic signaling. 36 The morphology of MSCs from the tctPS microchannels at 5000 and 10,000 cells/cm 2 seeding densities is shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively.
For each serum concentration tested, MSCs seeded at both low and high densities showed reduced area and eccentricity on 16 h UV tctPS surfaces when compared with their corresponding 4 h UV and 0 h UV counterparts (Fig. 7A, B) . A dose-dependent behavior for cellular eccentricity was demonstrated by MSCs cultured in 16% serum but not by those in 2% serum nor serum-free conditions, suggesting interaction effects between growth media conditions and substrate modifications. Indeed, although the form factor and solidity of MSCs seeded in 16 h UV tctPS microchannels were usually greater than those observed for 4 h UV and 0 h UV groups cultured at the same serum concentrations, the effects of UV on morphology were largely attenuated by increasing amounts of serum (Fig. 7C, D) . These effects are likely explained by the provision of cytokines and adsorption of proteins via the serum-containing media that enhance cell spreading. [37] [38] [39] [40] A main and cross-effects analysis was also performed (Suppl . Table S4 ) to formally characterize such interactions between experimental factors. Briefly, MSCs seeded at a lower density (5000 cells/cm 2 ) and cultured at lower serum concentrations were confirmed to be more sensitive in their morphological response to changes in substrate properties in tctPS microchannels (Suppl. Fig. S3 ).
Although the presented data captured the population morphological response of MSCs to the various substrates ( Table 1) , the data also highlighted some heterogeneity of the employed MSC population given the relatively large standard deviations in the measured shape features. Cell heterogeneity is widely recognized as a significant obstacle toward the development of cell-based therapies. 41, 42 As MSC morphology may reflect their phenotypic or functional capabilities upon differentiation, 5, 6 it is necessary to improve methods to characterize MSC morphological heterogeneity due to substrate modifications. To accomplish this, PCA was performed on the tctPS microscale data set using 14 total morphological shape features (Suppl. Table S1), where the PC1 scores (47.9% total variance) were then plotted against the PC2 scores (29% total variance). From the PC scores plot (Fig. 7E) , the heterogeneity of the MSC morphological data is readily apparent. Despite their relatively heterogeneous distributions, data from the PCA largely confirms the morphological trends observed for the MSCs seeded within tctPS microchannels as affected by serum concentration and substrate UV treatment duration. They also emphasize that MSCs seeded at the lower density in tctPS microchannels were much more responsive to changes in substrate properties. Of note, these results illustrate the successful adaptation of our simple microfluidic platform into a high-dimensional analytical framework for identifying morphological characteristics in response to specific substrate and culture conditions. Future research endeavors may use this platform to interrogate the morphological heterogeneity of stem cells to identify conditions that aid in the translation of emerging cell-based therapies into clinical success.
Evaluation of MSC Morphological Response to Unexposed and UV-Exposed tctPS Macroscale Culture and Comparison with Microscale Culture Using PCA
Understanding how MSCs interact with their substrates within more relevant microscale environments versus conventional macroscale platforms will be important for the design of controlled translational studies of higher clinical value. Given that the scale of the culture environment can significantly alter cellular responses to stimuli, a subset of the experimental groups tested in microchannels was also assessed in parallel using standard open-well tissue culture plates (Table 1c) . While keeping the serum concentration of the media fixed at 16%, it was shown that the morphology of MSCs cultured in macroscale were generally sensitive to differences in substrate UV exposure in a similar fashion to those in microchannels ( Fig. 8) . Despite this similarity between micro-and macroscale conditions, modifying the initial cell seeding density for MSCs on well plates actually resulted in opposite effects when compared with the same experimental subset in microchannels (Suppl . Table S5 ).
For the well plates, MSCs seeded at a higher density (10,000 versus 5000 cells/cm 2 ) maintained lower spreading areas and eccentricity, whereas in microchannels, MSCs seeded at a lower density showed greater spreading areas and eccentricity. The morphology of MSCs from the macroscale tctPS groups is shown in Figure 9 . An analysis of the main and cross-effects (Suppl. Fig. S4 ). This observation has important corollaries for the translation of traditional macroscopic cell culture to more physiologically relevant microscale platforms, especially for diagnostic or phenotypic assay development purposes. PCA was also performed on a larger and complex data set (comprising 14 variables, which are fully described in Suppl. Table S1 ) to more comprehensively describe differences in overall MSC morphology between experimental For each morphological feature, groups not connected by the same letters (A, B, C, and D) are significantly different (p < 0.05). (E) Scores plots generated from the PCA of the tctPS microchannel morphological data sets are shown for both 5000 and 10,000 cells/ cm 2 and at the indicated serum concentrations. Each plotted point represents the composite morphological score of a single cell, where the yellow-, blue-, and violet-colored dots represent tctPS substrates that were exposed to 0 h, 4 h, and 16 h of UV prior to cell seeding, respectively. groups. Morphological data sets from both the tctPS microchannel and the tctPS macroscale well-plate experiments that were run in parallel were subjected to PCA. Specifically, PC1 and PC2 from the combined morphological data set accounted for 37.7% and 34.1% of the total variance, respectively. PC1 scores were plotted against PC2 scores to visualize differences in overall cell morphology as affected by the cell seeding density and substrate UV exposure depending on the culture environment scale (Fig. 10) . From the PC scores plot for the tctPS microchannel data, there is a clear partitioning of the composite MSC morphological characteristics along PC1 and PC2 (which account for the most variance in the data) as influenced by substrate UV exposure duration. MSCs seeded at a lower density (5000 versus 10,000 cells/cm 2 ) appeared to show greater separation in composite morphology scores for the different substrate UV treatments, corroborating main effects data and indicating a greater sensitivity of the cells to their substrates when seeded at a lower density. For the corresponding experimental groups in macroscale, we observed a slight but similar separation in MSC morphology along PC2 as affected by UV substrate modification for MSCs seeded at 10,000 cells/cm 2 . However, such separation of the PC scores was not observed for MSCs seeded at the lower density. Together, these results further highlight the influence of scale on MSC behavior and the utility of microfluidic platforms for quantitatively characterizing and screening cell-substrate interactions, especially at singlecell resolutions.
Conclusion
Whereas current cell-based assays predominantly rely on macroscale open-well platforms, microfluidic tools are quickly enabling the analysis of cells at physiologically relevant scales, which may facilitate more rapid translation to clinical success. Indeed, the development of quantitative methods of analysis for interrogating cell behavior in microfluidic cell culture devices further facilitates their integration as standard biological tools in a high-throughput fashion. Here, we examined and qualified the utility of passive pumping microfluidic platforms comprising conventional PS substrates as simple devices for high-dimensional cell morphological analysis as a means for characterizing cellsubstrate interactions. Using UV as a modality for substrate modification, we demonstrated that MSCs seeded in microfluidic devices exhibited differing morphological trends and enumerated their morphological responses depending on the type of PS used as the cell culture substrate. For bgPS microchannels, MSCs interacted dynamically with their substrates based on the duration of substrate UV exposure, where short durations of prior UV exposure actually increased some attributes of cell morphology on bgPS. Although MSCs seeded in tctPS microchannels were less spread with longer durations of substrate UV exposure, increasing both cell seeding density and serum concentration conferred a rescuing effect on MSC spreading. We observed largely comparable trends in MSC morphological response to changes in substrate conditions between microscale and macroscale platforms, demonstrating the Figure 10 . Scores plots generated from the principal component analysis of the tissue culture-treated polystyrene substrate (tctPS) microchannel and macroscale tctPS well plate MSC morphological data sets are shown. For the separate microscale and macroscale plots at both 5000 and 10,000 cells/cm 2 , each plotted point represents the composite morphological score of a single cell, where the yellow-, blue-, and violet-colored dots represent tctPS substrates that were exposed to 0 h, 4 h, and 16 h of ultraviolet light (UV) prior to cell seeding, respectively. For the combined plots, each plotted point ( for microscale; • for macroscale) represents the averaged PC1 and PC2 scores for each UV treatment group and their respective standard deviations.
former as a viable high-throughput cell culture device for cell-based assays. Despite similar cell-substrate interactions in terms of morphology, MSCs seeded in microscale were more sensitive to changes in substrate properties and exhibited different interactions with their substrates depending on cell seeding density, highlighting the importance of scale in developing cell-based therapies. Collectively, these data illustrate the ability to efficiently adapt microfluidic devices as simple platforms for performing high-throughput, highdimensional analyses of MSC morphology as a quantitative method for studying cell-material interactions.
